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I thought it might be helpful to have a few updates and follow-ups from the meeting yesterday.1. I sent the 

letter to State requesting assistance for arranging trips to Russia, Belarus, and Cuba. I faxed a copy to you.2. I 

called Kirk Manhardt (at the bottom of the food chain), to make sure that he understands that the copyright 

issue is on the table. (See point 5 below.)3. For your information, I am faxing a copy of a letter that is going out 

tomorrow regarding our (now) complete list of foreign equities in (principally) FBI records.4. I was advised 

today that NARA has tentatively approved the ballistics testing, but we are awaiting absolutely final 

confirmation.5. It is my understanding that Jack will be contacting Frank Hunger regarding: (a) Zapruder and 

the copyright issue, and (b) the Schiller subpoena (probably to be followed by a letter).6. It is my 

understanding that each Board member will send the names of publishers/editors/ contacts to Jack by the end 

of this week and that he will then prepare a letter.7. It is my understanding that Jack will be contacting US 

personnel in the US Embassy in Minsk. (By the way, if you missed it, Lukashenka has decided not to oust 

diplomatic personnel from their houses while sewer repairs are undertaken. I guess this is progress.)8. Bill will 

be preparing an outline or talking points for the open Board meeting on July 8.I will likely be taking vacation 

time during the first three days of next week to attend a conference in, of all places, Washington, D.C. At least 

I won't suffer from jet lag.Have a nice weekend.
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